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Abst ract - - In  this paper, the conditions ensuring existence, uniqueness, and global exponential 
stability of the equilibrium point of a class of neural networks with variable delays are studied. 
Without assuming lobal Lipschitz conditions on these activation functions, applying idea of vector 
Lyapunov function, the sufficient conditions for global exponential stability of neural networks are 
obtained. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the most recent wo decades, neural networks have been extensively studied in many aspects 
and successfully applied to many fields such as pattern identifying, voice recognizing, system 
controlling, signal processing systems, static image treatment, and solving nonlinear algebraic 
equations, etc. Such applications base on the existence of equilibrium points, and qualitative 
properties of system [1,2]. In electronic implementation, time delays occur due to some reasons 
such as circuit integration, switching delays of the amplifiers and communication delays, etc. The 
time delays may lead to an oscillation and furthermore, to instability of networks. Therefore, the 
study of the stability of neural networks with delays is particularly important o manufacture 
high quality microelectronic neural networks. There are many useful results in the literature. 
The conditions ensuring the asymptotic stability of neural networks with fixed delays are given 
in [3-15]. The exponential stability is discussed in [16,17]. The stability of neural networks 
with variable time delays is discussed in [18-21], but exponential stability is not discussed. The 
conditions of exponential stability for neural networks with variable time delays are obtained 
in [22], but the activations fi and gi are assumed to be the global Lipschitz functions. 
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In this paper, we study the global exponential stability of a class of neural networks with 
variable delays described by the delayed ifferential equations 
dt 
n 
- -c iu i ( t )  + ai f f j (u j ( t ) )  + ~ bijg~(uj(t - Tij(t))) + I~, 
j=l 5=1 
i = 1,2, . . . ,n ,  (1) 
where ui is the state of neuron i, (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n), and n is the number of neurons, A = (a~j)~×~, 
B = (bij)~×n are connection matrices, I = (I1, I2, . . . ,  I~) T is the constant input vector, f (u)  = 
( f l (u l ) ,  f2 (u2) , . . . ,  f~(u,~)) T and g(u) = (El(U1), g2(u2), . . . ,gn(u~))  T are the activation func- 
tions of the neurons, C = diag(c~, c2,. . . ,  c~) > 0. The variable delays ~-~j(t) ( i , j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  n) 
are bounded functions, i.e., 0 __ v~j (t) _~ T. The initial conditions of equations (1) are of the form 
~(s)  = ¢~(s), -~  < ~ < 0, wh~re ¢i is bounded ~d ¢o~ti~uous on [ -~,  0]. 
We consider the activation functions of the neurons atisfying the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 1. For each j C {1, 2 , . . . ,n},  f j  : R --~ R and gj : R --~ R, there exist the real 
numbers pj > O, qj > O, such that 
gJ (y) - a (~) pj = sup f j  (y) - f-j (z) qj = sup - , 
yy~z y z ' y#z y~ z 
for every y ~ z. Let P = dicE(p1,... ,p~), Q = diag(ql,. . . ,  q~). 
Notice that, Assumption 1 is weaker than the locally and partially Lipschitz condition which 
is mostly used in literature. The activation functions uch as sigmoid type and piecewise linear 
type are also the special case of the function satisfying Assumption 1. 
DEFINITION 1. The equilibrium point u* of (1) is said to be globally exponentially stable, if 
there exist constants k > 0 and fl > O, such that 
Ilk(t) - u*ll _< ZLI¢ - ~*lle -~*, 
~or al~ t > 0, where I1¢ - ~*II = ma~l<,<~ supsei-, .0j I¢~(s) - ~ l .  
Our objective in this paper, is to study the existence, uniqueness and global exponential sta- 
bility of the equilibrium point for neural networks with variable delays. From the idea of vector 
Liapunov function, differential inequalities involving variable delays are constructed. Using M- 
matrix theory [9,23], the stability conditions of the differential inequalities are obtained. From 
qualitative property of the differential inequalities, the sufficient conditions for global exponential 
stability of neural networks with variable delays are obtained. 
For convenience, we introduce some notations, for matrix A = (aij)~x~, ]A[ denotes absolute- 
value matrix given by [A[ = (la,jI)nx~, i , j  = 1,2 . . . .  ,n; [A] s is defined as (A T + A)/2. For 
x e R '~, Ix] = (Ixl], . . . ,  [x~[) T, [[xl[ denotes a vector norm defined by [[x N = maxl<~<n{Izi]}. 
2. EX ISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 
OF  THE EQUIL IBR IUM POINT 
Different from the bounded activation case, in which the existence of equilibrium point of neural 
networks is always guaranteed, for unbounded activations, it may happen that equilibrium point 
does not exist at all [2]. In this section, we will study the existence and uniqueness of the 
equilibrium point of neural networks (1). 
DEFINITION 2. (See [23].) A red matrix A = (aij)nXn iS said to be an M-matr ix if a 0 <_ O, 
i, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, i # j ,  and all successive principM minors of A are positive. 
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LEMMA 1. (See [23].) Let A = (aij) be an n × n matr ix  with nonpositive off-diagonal elements. 
Then, the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) A is an M-matrix. 
(ii) The tea1 parts of ali eigenvalues of A are positive. 
(iii) There exists a vector rl > 0 such that Arl > O. 
(iv) There exists a vector ~ > 0 such that ( r  A > O. 
(v) There exists a positive definite n x n diagonM matrix D such that matrix AD + DA T is 
positive definite. 
We firstly study the solutions of the nonlinear map associated with (1) as follows, 
H(u) = -Cu  + Af(u) + Bg(u) + I. (2) 
It is well known that, the solutions of H(u) = 0 are equilibriums in (1). If map H(u) is a 
homeomorphism on R n, then there exists a unique point u* such that H(u*) = O, i.e., systems (1) 
have a unique equilibrium u*. 
LEMMA 2. (See [2,9].) If H(u) c C O satisfies the following Conditions (i) H(u) is injective on 
R n, (ii) NH(u)][ ~ oo as [luH --. 0% then H(u) is a homeomorphism o fR  n. 
THEOREM 1. I f  Assumption 1 is satisfied, and a = C - ([ALP + ]B]Q) is an M-matrix, then, for 
every input I, system (1) has a unique equilibrium u*. 
PROOF. In order to prove that for every input I ,  system (1) has a unique equilibrium point u*, 
it is only to prove that H(u) is a homeomorphism on R n. In the following, we shall prove it in 
two steps. 
STEP 1. We will prove that Condition (i) in Lemma 2 is satisfied. Suppose, for purposes of 
contradiction, that there exist x, y E R ~ with x ~ y such that H(x) = H(y). From (2), we get 
-C (x  - y) + d( f (x )  - f(y)) + B(g(x) - g(y) ) = 0. (3) 
From Assumption 1, there exist matrices K = d iag(K1 , . . . ,K~)  ( -P  < K < P),  and L = 
d iag(L1, . . . ,  L~) ( -Q  < L < Q), such that f(x) - f(y) = g(x  - y) and g(x) - g(y) = n(x -y ) .  
So, (3) can be written as 
[ -C + (AK + BL)] (x - y) = O. (4) 
In the following, we prove that det [ -C  + (AK + BL)] ¢ O. Considering the system 
= [-C + (AK + BL)]z. (5) 
Due to a being an M-matrix, using Lemma l(iv), there exist ~ > 0 (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n), such that 
n 
+  j(la,,Ipj + Ib,lqJ) < 0, (i = 1 ,2 , . . .  
j= l  
So, 
-e~5~ + ~5 j ( la j~g j l  + [b~iLjl) < 0, (i = 1,2,... ,n). (6) 
j=l  
Consider a Liapunov function V(z) = ~'=1 ~ [z~l • Calculating the upper right derivative D+V 
of V along the solutions of (5), we get 
D+V(z) = ~ ~i sgnzi -ciz¢ + ~-~(aijKj + bijLj)zj 
i=1 j= l  
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By the Liapunov stability theorem [23], the zero solution of systems (5) is global asymptotically 
stable. Thus, matr ix -C  + (AK  + BL) is a stable one and det [ -C  + (AK  + BL)] ¢ O. From (4), 
x = y, which is a contradiction. So, map H is injective. 
STEP 2. We now prove that Condition (ii) in Lemma 2 is satisfied. Let 
[-I(u) = -Cu  + A(f (u)  - f(0)) + B(g(u) - g(0)). 
To show that H is homeomorphism, it suffices to show that H(u) is homeomorphism. According 
to Assumption 1, we get 
[f,(u) - f , (0 ) l  <_pdul, [g~(u)- g~(0)l _< q,, (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ) .  
Since a = C - (IAtP + IBIQ) is an M-matrix, from Definition 2 and Lemma 1, there exists a 
positive definite diagonal matr ix D = d iag(d l , . . . ,  d~), such that 
[D( -C  + IAIP + [BIQ)] s _< -eE~ < 0, (7) 
for sufficiently small E > 0, where E .  is the identity matrix. Calculating 
[Du]-r [-I(u) = [DuJ-C[-Cu + A(f (u)  - f(0)) + B(g(u) - y(0))] 
= -uTDCu + u-CDA(f(u) - f(0))  + u-CDB(g(u) - g(0)) 
< --lulTOClul + luITDIAI I(f(u) - f(0))l + lulTDIB] I(g(u) -- g(0))[ 
(s) 
< -lul-rDClu[ + luI-CDIAIPlul + luITDIBIQIu[ 
= I~t T [D( -C  + IAIP + IB[Q)]I~I = Mr [D( -C  + fAIP + IBIQ)]Slul 
_< -Ellull ~ 
From (8) and using Schwartz inequality, we get 
namely, 
ell~li 2 ~ IlDll Ilu]l II/~(u)H, 
ellull < IIH(u)ll. (9) 
IIDII - 
So, II/~(u)ll --* +~,  i.e., IlH(u)ll -~ +~ as I1~11 --+ +~.  From Lemma 2, we know that for every 
input I ,  map H is homeomorphism on R ~. So, system (1) has a unique equilibrium point u*. 
The proof is completed. | 
3. GLOBALLY  EXPONENTIAL  STABIL ITY  OF  THE 
EQUIL IBR IUM POINT  
THEOREM 2. Let Assumption i be satis/~ed and c~ = C-  ( IA IP+ IBIQ) be an M-matrix, then l'or 
each input I, system (1) has a unique equilibrium point, which is globally exponentially stable. 
PROOF. Since a is an M-matrix, from Theorem 1, systems (1) has a unique equilibrium point u*. 
Let x(t) = u(t) - u*, equations (1) can be written as 
n 
dxi(t) = -c~xi(t) + aiJ~(x~(t)) + E b~ig3(xj(t - T~(t))), 
dt j= l  j= l  
i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (10) 
where f3(xj(t)) = f~(x~(t) + u~) - fj(u~), and g~(xj(t - "rib(t)) = gj(z3(t - Tic(t) + u~) -- gj(u~) 
(j = 1 , . . . ,  n). The initial condition of equations (10) is ¢(s) = ¢(s) = ¢(s) - u*, -T  < s < O. 
Equations (10) have a unique equilibrium at x = O. So, according to Assumption 1, we get 
If j(xj(t))l ~ pjlxj(t)f, Igj(xAt - T~At))I ~ pjlx~(t - ~(t)) [ .  
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Due to a being an M-matrix, applying Lemma l(iii), there exist ~i > 0 (i = 1, 2, . . .  ,n) satisfying 
n 
-{{~,+~-~(la,~lP~+lb,~lq;)<O, (i = 1,2,.. . ,n). 
j= l  
Defining functions 
n 
Fi(#) --- - ( i ( c / -  #) 4- ~ 5j(laijlpj 4- e~'~'lbijlqj), (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n). 
j=l 
We know that 
n 
Fi(O) = -ZS~c, 4- ~ ~j(la~jipj 4-Ib~jlqj) < O, ( i  = 1, 2 , . .  ,n). 
j= l  
So, there exists a constant A > 0, such that 
n 
-~'~(,, - x) + ~--~'~ t:¢(l~ Ipj + e~'~-Ibijlqj) < 0, (i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,n). (11) 
j= l  
Here, ~" is a fixed number according to assumption of neural networks (1). Let y~(t) = eXtxi(t). 
Calculating the upper right derivative D+ly~(t)[ of [y~(t)[ along the solutions of equations (10), 
we get 
D+[yi(t)[ = e At  sgnx i ( t )  -cix{(t) + E[a~jf j (x j ( t ) )  + b{jgj(xj(t - 7~j(t)))] + AeAt[xi(t)[ 
j= l  
_< e x~ (-e~ + A)lzi(t)l + y'~jla~sI Ifj(zj(t))[ + Ibul Igj(zj(t -r~(t)))[] 
j= l  
_< e At (-c{ + A)lx~(t)[ + ~':~[laulP~lx~(t)  I + [bu lq j lx~( t  - Tu(t))I] 
j= l  
n 
< (-ci + A)M(t)[ + ~-'~[laulpjlyj(t)[ + eA~'J(t)lb{~lqjeA(t-'-'At))lx~(t - "ru(t))]] 
j= l  
< (-c,  + A)[y,(t)] + ~-~jlaulpjlyj(t)[ +eA~lbijlq ~ sup lye(s)]]. 
j= l  t--r<_s<t 
We define the curve 
and the set 
q,= {z(/):  zi = ~il, l > O, i - -  1 ,2 , . . . ,n} ,  
(12) 
~(z)={u:o<~<z,  ze~}.  
Let ~min = minl<i<n{~i}, ~max "~" maxl<_j<n{~i). Taking lo = (1 + (~)[[~)]]/~rnin, where 5 > 0 is a 
constant number. Then, {[y]: ]y] = eA~l¢(s)l , -T  < s < 0} C ~2(z0(/o)), namely, 
M(s)l=eA~t¢¢(s)l<~Jo, - -T<S<0,  i= l ,2 , . . . ,n .  
We claim that, [yi(t)[ < ~ilo, for t E [0 ,+~) ,  i = 1,2, . . .  ,n. If it is not true, then there exist 
some indices i and tl (tl > 0), such that ]yi(t l) [ = ~ilO, D+[yi(tl)l >_ 0, and [yj(t)l _< ~jlo, for 
- r  < t < tl, j = 1,2, . . .  ,n. However, from (11) and (12), we get 
n 
D+ly~(tl)l _< [(-c~ + ~)~ + )-~(la~jlpj + eA~lb~jlq~)~j]lo < 0. 
j= l  
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This is a contradiction. So, ]y~(t)l < fd0 for t 6 [0, +~) ,  furthermore, 
l~4(t)l < ~d0e -~t < (1 + ~)ll¢ll(~max/~min)e -~t = Nl¢lle-~t 
where fl = (1 + 6)~max/~min. From Definition 1, the zero solution of systems (10) is globally 
exponentially stable, i.e., the equilibrium point of (1) is globally exponentially stable. The proof 
is completed. II 
COROLLARY. ~f there exist constants dk > 0 (k = 1, 2, . . . ,  L1), ek > 0 (k --- 1, 2, . . . ,  L2), ")3 > 0, 
~4j, ~*j, ~ j ,  ~4*j, ~4~, ~;., ,4j and n,*j e R (i, j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  ~), such that 
d=l = dkP~f*~laiil~*J/dk + -~Pd lad d '" 
(la) 
+ ~-'~ekqrn'JIb4.1 j , . ,  + 2q~;Ib j41~; < ~c. 
k=i 7i / 
holds ~o~ ~ach ( i = i, 2, . . . , ~ ), in wh ich  ~4j, ~ 5 , Z~J , ~,% , ~ J  , $%, ~4j an~ ~;j e R ( ~, y = I, 2, . . . , ~ ) 
* L * L *= L * are any real constant numbers with Liaii+aij = 1, 2flij"~flij = 1, i~i~+~ii 1, 2r/ii+~/o = 1, 
L1 ( i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,  n) and r = Ek-1  dk + 1 = ~L~I e~ + 1. Then, system (1) has a unique equilibrium 
point, which is globally exponentially stable. 
PROOF. Consider the system 
= [ -c  + ([AI P + IBIQ)]z. " (14) 
We consider a Liapunov function V(z) = ( l / r )~ i  7dzd'. Calculating the upper right deriva- 
tive D+V of V along the solutions of (14), according to the inequalities in (12), we get 
( n ]} 
D+V(z) = 7dz~(t)l "-~ sgnzi(t) -cdzjt ) l  +}--~(Imjlpj + Ib4~lqy)lzy(t)[ 
i=1 j= l  
= 7~ -c~[zi(t)l" + ~(laijlPjlz~(t)l [z~(t)] ~-~ + [bolq~[zJ(t)l [z~(t)r -x) 
4=1 j= l  
j= l  kk=l \ ek ] 
1 ) ]  
j=i kk=i 
i=1 j= l  \ k= l  
L2 • .~] ,Zj ( t ) , r  
k=l  "fi ]J 7" 
_< -d~-~ 
i= l  
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where 
~ L1 . . 
d = min Vi rc~ (X-~dkla~.ff~/dkp r~'~ + ~ ai" r~ ~,j 
----  j= l  
z,~ "/J ,_ r~*. ",:j'~ ]Y-" e~ bi. ~/~kqrmJ + O. + k=xA'~ 3 3 7--~.l°iJ "t "qJ ) j  > 
From inequality (15) and the Lyapunov stability theorem [23], we know that the zero solution 
of (14) is globally asymptotically stable, furthermore, the real parts of all eigenvalues of matrix 
C - (IAIP + IBIQ) are positive. Due to Lemma 1, a = C - (IAIP + IBIQ) is a M-matrix. 
From Theorem 2, we know that system (1) has a unique equilibrium point, which is globally 
exponentially stable. The proof is completed. II 
REMARK. The similar system with fixed delays of (1) is discussed in [12], but the exponential 
stability is not discussed. In [121, a condition ensuring lobal asymptotical stability of the neural 
networks of system (1) is as same as that of corollary in this paper, but it is difficult to check. 
However, the condition of Theorem 2 in this paper is easy to test in practice. So, the condition 
in [12] is a special case of Theorem 2 in this paper. The stability of neural networks with variable 
time delays is discussed in [18-21], but exponential stability is not discussed. The conditions of 
exponential stability for system (1) are obtained in [22], but the activations fi and gi are assumed 
to be global Lipschitz functions. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In our paper, a thorough analysis of existence, uniqueness, and global exponential stability 
of the equilibrium point for a large class of neural networks with variable delays have been 
presented. By applying the idea of vector Liapunov function method and M-matrix theory, we 
obtain sufficient conditions independent of the delays for global exponential stability of neural 
networks. Moreover, our conditions are easily tested because they are explicit criteria. Therefore, 
our results can be used to design stable neural networks with delays in practice. 
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